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Abstract: We experimentally demonstrate an inter-satellite laser link
acquisition scheme for GRACE Follow-On. In this strategy, dedicated
acquisition sensors are not required—instead we use the photodetectors
and signal processing hardware already required for science operation.
To establish the laser link, a search over five degrees of freedom must be
conducted (± 3 mrad in pitch/yaw for each laser beam, and ± 1 GHz for
the frequency difference between the two lasers). This search is combined
with a FFT-based peak detection algorithm run on each satellite to find
the heterodyne beat note resulting when the two beams are interfered. We
experimentally demonstrate the two stages of our acquisition strategy: a
± 3 mrad commissioning scan and a ± 300 µrad reacquisition scan. The
commissioning scan enables each beam to be pointed at the other satellite
to within 142 µrad of its best alignment point with a frequency difference
between lasers of less than 20 MHz. Scanning over the 4 alignment
degrees of freedom in our commissioning scan takes 214 seconds, and
when combined with sweeping the laser frequency difference at a rate of
88 kHz/s, the entire commissioning sequence completes within 6.3 hours.
The reacquisition sequence takes 7 seconds to complete, and optimizes
the alignment between beams to allow a smooth transition to differential
wavefront sensing-based auto-alignment.
© 2014 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: (120.3180) Interferometry; (120.6085) Space instrumentation; (120.1880) Detec-
tion; (120.3930) Metrological instrumentation.
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1. Introduction
The Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) satellites have been monitoring key
aspects of our climate since their launch in 2002 [1, 2]. These twin satellites fly 200 km apart
in a polar, low-Earth orbit and employ a microwave instrument to continuously track changes
in their separation with micron-level sensitivity. These displacement measurements (along with
GPS and accelerometer data) have been used to produce monthly models of Earth’s gravity
field [3]. Geoscientists have used this data to track water movement, such as changes in sea
levels [4] and continental ground water [5], and over the past decade have quantified climate
change phenomena, such as the melting of polar ice [6–9].
A new mission, GRACE Follow-On (GFO), is planned to include a laser ranging instru-
ment based on a laser interferometer as a technology demonstrator to improve the inter-satellite
displacement measurement by up to a factor of 25 [10, 11]. Laser interferometry is the pre-
ferred candidate for satellite ranging and will likely be utilized in future space missions, such
as for gravity observations/geodesy missions (e.g. GRACE Follow-On [10], GRACE-II [12])
and space-based gravitational wave detectors (LISA [13], BBO [14]).
On GRACE Follow-On, the satellites will exchange laser beams and will use heterodyne
interferometry to infer the change in their separation in the same way that the microwave in-
strument does on the original GRACE mission. Before science operation can begin, the laser on
each satellite needs to be precisely pointed (in both pitch & yaw) towards the opposite satellite,
and the laser frequencies must differ by less than the photodetector bandwidth (a frequency
difference of 1 part in 107, or ∼ 20 MHz). The acquisition strategy to establish this link must
therefore scan each of the 5 degrees of freedom over its respective uncertainty range.
Acquisition is a challenging problem and extensive simulations have been performed for
generic inter-satellite laser links (e.g. laser communication terminals on TerraSAR-X or
NFIRE) [15–18], as well as specifically for GRACE Follow-On [19–22] and the proposed
gravitational wave detector LISA [23]. The GFO strategy differs from these other acquisition
schemes as it cannot utilize dedicated hardware or acquisition sensors, but instead must rely on
the photodetector and signal processing hardware already required for science operation.
The GFO acquisition strategy implemented in our experiment combines spatial/frequency
scanning with a fast Fourier transform (FFT)-based peak detection algorithm run on each satel-
lite to find the alignment points and laser crystal temperature which produced the highest beat
note amplitude (resulting from the interference between the two beams). This approach was
developed based on high fidelity simulations conducted over several years led by Mahrdt at
the Albert Einstein Institute [19, 20] in collaboration with the Australian National University
and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). Our acquisition approach is broken into two parts: a
commissioning scan and a reacquisition scan. The commissioning scan is a large-range scan
envisaged to be performed once after launch, and will take significantly longer and may require
input from the ground. The reacquisition scan is a smaller-range, faster scan that will be used
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after the initial uncertainties are reduced by the commissioning scan, and is designed to be
autonomous.
In this paper, we experimentally demonstrate an acquisition system with GRACE Follow-On-
like parameters. This point design and our experimental results were presented as the candidate
acquisition architecture at NASA’s Preliminary Design Review for the GRACE Follow-On laser
ranging instrument at JPL in May 2013.
2. The GRACE Follow-On laser ranging instrument
A detailed conceptual design of the GFO laser ranging instrument, along with the instrument
description, is provided in [10]. Here we briefly summarize some of the components on each
satellite relevant to acquisition:
• Laser with ≈ 1 µm wavelength, which can be frequency stabilized to the on-board refer-
ence cavity.
• Fast steering mirror (FSM) to control the laser beam pointing in pitch and yaw to
continuously track the other satellite by optimizing the interferometric contrast, while
compensating for any attitude jitter and orbit perturbations.
• Beam splitter to interfere the local beam with laser light received from the distant satel-
lite.
• Quadrant photodetector (QPD) to detect the interference between the two beams at the
heterodyne frequency.
• Phasemeter to measure the phase of the heterodyne beat note on each satellite produced
from the interference between the local and distant beams. The phase of the beat note
provides information about the spacecraft separation and the laser beam alignment. The
phasemeter is implemented on a field programmable gate array (FPGA), which is also
used for the acquisition.
The laser’s frequency on one of the satellites will be stabilized to its on-board reference cavity
[24,25]; we will refer to this as the master laser. The interferometer will be operated in an active
transponder configuration, where the slave laser (the laser on the other satellite) will ultimately
be offset phase-locked to the incoming light from the master laser [26]. Conceptually, the distant
satellite acts like an amplifying mirror, where the phase of the received light is preserved and the
signal is amplified and returned to the local satellite. The offset frequency is selected to reduce
technical noise in the phase-locking and keep the beat note between 2−18 MHz (the bandwidth
of the electronics). This frequency varies due to the Doppler shift as the satellites’ relative
velocities vary in their orbit. As each satellite will have a reference cavity, the master/slave
roles can be switched if, for example, one of the reference cavities fails.
Imaging optics will focus the interfered beams onto the QPD while mapping any tilt in
both the local beam and in the received beam from the distant satellite to tilt at plane of
the detector. Each satellite will record the phase of the heterodyne beat note via a digitally-
implemented phasemeter [27]. The inter-satellite displacement measurement—the desired sci-
ence measurement—can be recovered from the average phase measurements on each detector.
Note that there will be one phasemeter channel per quadrant. The phases of the quadrants
contain alignment information between the local and distant beams, allowing the steering mir-
ror pointing to be corrected in closed-loop to keep the interferometers optimally aligned. This
approach—differential wavefront sensing—is based on a standard alignment technique [28]
developed for ground-based gravitational wave detectors [29] and is used in systems such as
LISA Pathfinder [30, 31].
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3. Commissioning & reacquisition scans
After the GFO satellites are first launched, there will be an initial unknown offset between
the interferometer axis and the on-board pointing estimate provided by the Attitude and Orbit
Control System. This offset is estimated to be up to ±3 mrad on each satellite. Recall that
in addition to this beam pointing uncertainty, there will be an unknown offset between the
laser’s frequency on each satellite, estimated to be up to func = ±1 GHz, much larger than
the bandwidth of the detector electronics. Thus a commissioning scan is required to initially
establish the laser link while scanning over these 5 degrees of freedom.
The goal of the acquisition is to bring the frequency offset between the lasers to within
∼ 20 MHz while aligning the two beams well enough such that the transition to differential
wavefront sensing on each satellite can be established. One objective is to minimize the time
needed for the commissioning scan, making the speed at which the steering mirror can move
between points a key determining factor for the total commissioning time. Effects which mo-
tivate a short commissioning time—such as orbit prediction errors—are examined in Mahrdt’s
analysis [20].
During the commissioning scan, both satellites will perform spatial scans by changing the
pointing of their steering mirrors to scan the laser beam axis over a Ruc = 3 mrad uncertainty
cone radius. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the signal processing hardware as well as a block
diagram of the acquisition algorithm implemented on the phasemeter FPGA used in either the
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Fig. 1. Signal processing for the commissioning and reacquisition scans implemented in our
experiment. Operations in the large rectangular box performed on an FPGA. The electronic
delay in the FSM command coordinates path (going to the data logger) is to account for the
computation time of the FFT. QPD: quadrant photodetector, ADC: analog-to-digital con-
verter, FPGA: field programmable gate array, FFT: fast Fourier transform, DAC: digital-
to-analog converter.
Simulations [20] predict that we can tolerate a maximum simultaneous misalignment of each
steering mirror of up to rwc = 142 µrad and still meet the minimum carrier-to-noise-density
requirement per quadrant to ensure phasemeter tracking. Thus all possible spatial scan point
combinations between the satellites will be covered with rwc = 142 µrad resolution. Each quad-
rant is digitized by an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) and sent to the on-board FPGA for
peak detection. In science operation, each quadrant will have its own channel for phasemeter
processing. In acquisition mode, however, each quadrant will be digitized and then added with
the signals from the other quadrants to form a sum on the FPGA mimicking a single element
detector. A 4096-point FFT is continuously performed on this summed channel on each satel-
lite during the scanning. After each FFT, the bin with the highest amplitude is recorded, along
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with the corresponding steering mirror angle.
Certain frequency bins in the FFT may be vetoed before the peak detection algorithm chooses
the bin with the highest value. If certain bins have more noise on GFO, due to electronic spurs or
laser intensity noise for example, the statistics of the peak detection algorithm will be biased and
these noisy bins will be chosen more frequently, even when no beat note is present. Depending
on the intensity noise characteristics of the flight lasers, the level of the noise in these low
frequency bins could even be higher than the beat note signals found during acquisition. Thus a
bin veto will be performed on the FPGA after every FFT before the maximum value is picked,
denoted as the Bin Veto stage in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 2. Steering mirror scan patterns covering Ruc = 3 mrad with rwc = 142 µrad resolution.
(a) 36-to-1 Lissajous scan on steering mirror FSM1; (b) 595 point hexagonal scan on steer-
ing mirror FSM2. The hexagonal steering mirror will dwell at each point in its scan long
enough to allow the Lissajous steering mirror to cover an entire Ruc scan. During the spa-
tial scanning, the frequency of the slave laser will be slowly swept, and the spatial scanning
sequence will repeat until the entire frequency uncertainty range func has been covered.
As the total acquisition time in this approach is limited by the steering mirror scanning
speed, optimizing the scan patterns to cover all scanning point combinations as quickly as
possible becomes critical. One steering mirror will be driven with a fast Lissajous figure, while
the other steering mirror will cover the uncertainty cone with a slower hexagonal scan pat-
tern, as shown in Fig. 2. The Lissajous scan will have the fast-to-slow axis frequency ratio of
f f ast axis/ fslowaxis = 36 to give the rwc resolution. The steering mirror with the hexagonal scan
will dwell at each of the points in its scan long enough to allow the Lissajous steering mirror to
cover its entire Ruc uncertainty space. During this spatial scanning, the frequency of the slave
laser will be slowly swept. The slave laser’s frequency should be swept at a rate such that the
beat note frequency does not move by more than the bandwidth of the electronics per complete
spatial scan. After all spatial scanning point combinations have been covered, the spatial scan-
ning sequence will repeat until the entire frequency uncertainty range func has been covered.
The data saved from the commissioning scan—the maximum bin and amplitude from each
FFT, along with the corresponding steering mirror angles and slave laser temperature—will
likely be downlinked to Earth for analysis to find the combination that produced the highest
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beat note amplitude. From this we can estimate the offsets between the star tracker frame and
the interferometer axis as well as the nominal laser frequency differences. Once these values
are found, commands will be uplinked to the steering mirror angles and slave laser frequency
control that will align the steering mirrors to better than 300 µrad in the four spatial degrees
of freedom, as well as align the laser frequencies to close to 20 MHz. Note that the strategy
was designed to be completed without communication between satellites or the ground, with
the option to transition directly to science operation autonomously. If analyzed on the ground,
however, the offsets settings will be uplinked sometime after the commissioning scan, perhaps
the next day.
To further optimize the alignments, after the commissioning scan coordinates have been up-
linked a reacquisition scan will be conducted—a smaller, faster spatial and frequency scan—to
confirm the commissioning results and optimize the signal-to-noise ratio. After this reacquisi-
tion sequence is completed, the steering mirror will be steered to the position corresponding to
the maximum detector output and wavefront sensing-based alignment will be initiated allowing
science operation to commence. This reacquisition scan can potentially be utilized automati-
cally every time the interferometer loses lock without intervention from the ground.
4. Experimental demonstration
We have designed and built an experiment to demonstrate the acquisition strategy described in
the previous section and verify key simulation results. A simplified schematic of the experiment
is shown in Fig. 3. The complete experimental layout and characterization is described in [33].





































Fig. 3. Simplified experimental setup for the acquisition strategy tests showing the measure-
ment concept and key hardware components.
instrument layout, consisting of two “satellites,” each with the main hardware components listed
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in Section 2. The lasers used were free-space NPRO lasers (Laser 1: Innolight Mephisto 200-
OEM-NE-ETR, Laser 2: JDSU/Lightwave 126N-1064-700) with λ = 1064 nm. The beam waist
radii planned for GFO are 2.5 mm, significantly larger than beams typically used on bench-top
experiments. To achieve comparable beam sizes, we used Thorlabs F810FC-1064 collimators
to produce measured beam waist radii of ∼ 2 mm. Many of the optical components — such as
mirrors, beam splitters, and lenses used throughout the experiment — were large 2-inch optics,
and were used in the setup so as to provide plenty of range and avoid clipping when routing the
large beams through the interferometer.
The steering mirrors in our experiment provide 2-axis (pitch & yaw) beam steering using
voice coil actuators (Newport FSM-300 series with FSM-CD300 Controller/Driver). A photo
of one of the mirrors is shown in Fig. 4. The controller reads out the mirror’s position (measured
internally within the FSM head) and provides fast closed-loop feedback to drive the mirror to
the commanded angle, with µrad resolution and repeatability. The angular range and bandwidth
of these commercial steering mirrors are similar to the flight steering mirrors [32].
The pitch θ and yaw ψ angles of the deflected beam are related to the mechanical steering







2 difference between pitch and yaw is non-obvious and is present for rotations in three-
dimensional geometries when reflecting off the steering mirror at 45◦. These scaling factors
must be applied when driving the steering mirror to deflect the beam by the desired angle.
Fig. 4. Steering mirror by Newport Corporation used in experiment.
After the steering mirror, the local beam is directed to the interference beam splitter, where
half of the power is directed toward the other satellite by transmitting through the beam splitter.
The light reflected at the beam splitter acts as a local oscillator (LO) and interferes with the
incoming light from the distant satellite, and together pass through the imaging optics. We used
two lenses (f = 300 mm & f = 50 mm) to mimic the GFO telescope. Recall that the telescope
images the FSM plane onto the detector. Each QPD case (housing the photodiode and detector
electronics) was mounted on a 3-axis translation stage, and we fine-tuned its position in the
direction along the optical axis to where the tilt-to-offset coupling was minimized through the
telescope.
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The quadrant photodetectors were built in-house, each using an InGaAs quadrant photodi-
ode with 1 mm active area diameter (OSI FCI-InGaAs-Q1000). As the electronic noise of our
high-bandwidth photodetectors (about 16 pW/
√
Hz for frequencies up to 25 MHz) was slightly
higher than the level anticipated for GFO [19], we increased the power in the LO beams to
ensure shot noise dominated the dark noise in the photodetector output.
One challenge with experimentally testing the acquisition strategy in the laboratory was sim-
ulating the relevant characteristics of the 200 km inter-satellite separation. Note that as the
local steering mirror misaligns on GFO, the beat note amplitude detected on both the local and
distant satellites decreases. On the distant satellite, the beat note amplitude decreases because
fewer photons reach the detector; when this beam reaches the satellite, it has a nearly-spherical
wavefront and a flat-top profile over the detector area. Thus misalignments reduce the beat
note amplitude predominately due to less detected power and not a reduction in contrast. The
beat note amplitude decreases on the local detector, however, because of a relative tilt in wave-
front between the local beam and the beam received from the other satellite, thus reducing the
interferometric contrast.
To mimic this in our setup, we used attenuation optics combined with fiber collimators and
polarization-maintaining optical fibers to send the beams between “satellites.” This is labeled
in Fig. 3 as the inter-satellite simulator. Misalignments of the steering mirror result in an at-
tenuation of received power at the distant detector due to degraded coupling into the fiber.
This approximately gives the correct power drop as a function of steering mirror misalignment
without changing the mode shape at the distant detector.
5. Characterization
There are several important characteristics of the GFO spacecraft environment that we aimed to
match in the laboratory demonstration: shot noise-limited performance, carrier-to-noise-density
ratios, beat note amplitude degradation as a function of steering mirror misalignment, and rep-
resentative signal processing. In this section we describe the characterization of our test bed
parameters.
As mentioned previously, we increased the LO power on each detector so that shot noise
dominated the photodetector electronic noise (corresponding to ∼ 2.5 mW LO power meas-
ured on each detector). Note that increasing the LO power does not affect the carrier-to-(shot)
noise ratio. Low noise amplifiers (Mini-Circuits ZFL-500LN) were used to amplify the analog
signals from each photodetector quadrant before being digitized by the ADCs. The remaining
characteristics to match are discussed in further detail below.
5.1. Carrier-to-noise-density ratios
On GFO, each quadrant of the photodiode must have at least 3 pW of effective received
power to ensure reliable phasemeter operation, giving a carrier-to-noise-density ratio C/N0
of 67.5 dB-Hz per quadrant [34]. This number compares the signal power to the background
white-noise power spectral density (the noise power in a 1 Hz bandwidth) [35]. Simulations
predict that we can tolerate a maximum simultaneous misalignment of each steering mirror
of up to rwc = 142 µrad and still meet the minimum C/N0 requirement per quadrant. This is
determined primarily by shot noise but also includes contributions from laser intensity noise
and detector electronic noise. For comparison, if both the local and signal beams were perfectly
aligned, the C/N0 would be 79.6 dB-Hz per quadrant.
To achieve representative signal power in the experiment, we set the carrier-to-noise-density
ratio on any quadrant to a maximum value of 67.5 dB-Hz or less when both steering mirrors
were misaligned by 142 µrad. This was done by adding attenuation optics and adjusting a
variable neutral density filter wheel in the distant satellite’s beam path (in each inter-satellite
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simulator of Fig. 3) until a low enough value was reached. The exact C/N0 value depends
on the direction of the misalignment and which quadrant is viewed. For example, when both
steering mirrors are misaligned by 142 µrad in yaw, the carrier-to-noise-density ratios on each
quadrant ranged from 63–66.2 dB-Hz on detector 1 and 63.2–67.4 dB-Hz on detector 2. As
the beat note degrades most quickly when misaligned along the 45o axis, we set the signal
power when misaligned in the x- or y-only directions to ensure that the C/N0 would always
be below 67.5 dB-Hz on any quadrant when misaligned by 142 µrad in any combination of
pitch or yaw. We set the values to give us the worst-case scenario because if the peak detection
algorithm can reliably find a beat note during the commissioning scan with these lower carrier-
to-noise-density ratios used in our test bed, then the stronger signals expected on GFO will
be comfortably found. The carrier-to-noise-density measurements were taken using a spectrum
analyzer with a resolution bandwidth of 100 kHz when the lasers were phase-locked to give a
beat note frequency of ∼ 12 MHz.
5.2. Beat note amplitude degradation with misalignment
To measure the beat note amplitude degradation as a function of misalignment, we summed the
quadrants from each detector and implemented a single bin FFT algorithm on an FPGA to mon-
itor the beat note amplitude simultaneously on each detector. We phase-locked the lasers to fix
the beat note at the center of this FFT bin,∼ 12 MHz, for these characterization measurements.
In Fig. 5, we show the beat note amplitude of each detector when misaligning only the local
beam on either satellite, normalized so that the point of highest C/N0 has a beat note amplitude
of 1. In this configuration, the distant steering mirror is kept fixed. Recall that for local beam
misalignment, the beat note amplitude is degraded due to tilt between the two wavefronts. In
subplots (a) and (c) the experimental data points are overlaid on the normalized beat note am-
plitude peak expected for GFO. Subplots (b) and (d) show contour plots of the data points for
better viewing of specific pitch and yaw misalignments.
In Fig. 6, we show the beat note amplitude of each detector when misaligning only the
distant beam on either satellite while keeping the local steering mirror fixed. Again we scale
so at the point of highest C/N0, the beat note amplitude equals 1. Recall that for distant beam
misalignments, the beat note amplitude is reduced due to less received power.
Correspondence with the predicted GFO response is not perfect due to several effects. The
dominant effect is due to the collimators producing beams with slightly smaller waist sizes,
resulting in the broader peaks in Figs. 5 & 6. A second difference that affects the beat note
amplitude as a function of local beam tilt is the slight difference in beam profiles. On GFO,
the local beam will have a Gaussian wavefront, whereas the beam from the distant satellite will
have a flat-top profile (apertured from a spherical wavefront). In our experiment, both the local
and distant beams had Gaussian wavefronts, which resulted in a slightly modified beat note
amplitude response.
5.3. Experiment versus GFO
The slight difference in the beat note amplitude response (between our experiment and antic-
ipated for GFO) is allowed by the fact that we set the C/N0 to be less than or equal to the
GFO requirement within the 142 µrad misalignment cone. This means we do not run the risk
of detecting signals unfairly while performing the acquisition scans. Given our slightly broader
beam divergence, this means that the C/N0 in the experiment is significantly worse than the
GFO levels for better aligned cases. This nuance is not apparent from Figs. 5 and 6, where each
peak has been independently scaled to equal one for zero misalignment to better illustrate the
discrepancy in beam divergence.
The other complication in our laboratory demonstration that differs from GFO was the use
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(a) Sum of 4 quadrants of QPD1 when 
misaligning FSM1.
(b) Sum of 4 quadrants of QPD1 when 
misaligning FSM1.
(c) Sum of 4 quadrants of QPD2 when 
misaligning FSM2.
(d) Sum of 4 quadrants of QPD2 when 
misaligning FSM2.
Fig. 5. Beat note amplitude versus local steering mirror misalignment with no distant beam
misalignment. Subplots (a) and (c) show the experimental data points overlaid on the nor-
malized beat note amplitude peak expected for GFO. Subplots (b) and (d) are the corre-
sponding contour plots of the experimental data points.
of polarizing optics. As our inter-satellite simulator used fiber collimators and polarization-
maintaining optical fibers, it was important to optimize the polarization state of the beams into
the fibers to minimize power fluctuations due to temperature changes or mechanical stresses
(e.g. in the fiber connectors). Polarcor linear polarizers (Newport 05P309AR.16) with high
extinction ratios were placed before each detector so only the interference between beams in
the desired polarization axis would be detected. These additions drastically improved the long-
term stability of the measured beat note amplitudes.
6. Results
After carefully characterizing the experiment and matching the key parameters to make it rep-
resentative of GFO, we carried out tests of the acquisition strategy. We implemented the acqui-
sition algorithm depicted in Fig. 1 in real-time on field programmable gate arrays (National In-
struments FlexRio PXIe-7966R, PXI-7852R) with a real-time controller (NI PXIe-8133). This
is comparable to the signal processing hardware to be used for flight. Our ADC and primary
FPGA clock were synchronized and sampled at 50 MHz (slightly higher than the 38 MHz
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sampling frequency planned for GFO).
6.1. Commissioning scans
We performed many commissioning scans with the Ruc = 3 mrad uncertainty cone. Steering
mirror 1 (FSM1 in Fig. 3) was driven with a Lissajous figure (x-axis frequency of 99.74 Hz, y-
axis frequency of 2.77 Hz). A complete scan of FSM1 at these frequencies takes 0.36 seconds.
The other steering mirror (FSM2) was driven with a hexagonal scan, starting in the center of the
uncertainty cone and spiraling outwards. The steering mirror dwelled at each hexagonal scan
point for 0.36 seconds (time matched to allow FSM1 to complete an entire scan), before moving
to the next scan point. To cover the ±3 mrad uncertainty cone with rwc = 142 µrad density,
595 points are required in the hexagonal pattern. Both scan patters are shown in Fig. 2. Thus
the total time to complete every combination of spatial scan points for the commissioning scan
is ∼ 215 seconds. On GFO, the entire sequence will be repeated as the slave laser’s frequency
is swept until the entire frequency uncertainty range has been covered. Depending on the rate
at which the laser’s frequency is swept, the spatial scan sequence could need to be repeated up
 
 










































(a) Sum of 4 quadrants of QPD2 when 
misaligning FSM1.
(b) Sum of 4 quadrants of QPD2 when 
misaligning FSM1.
(c) Sum of 4 quadrants of QPD1 when 
misaligning FSM2.










Fig. 6. Beat note amplitude versus distant steering mirror misalignment when the local
beam alignment stays fixed. Subplots (a) and (c) show the experimental data points overlaid
on the normalized beat note amplitude peak expected for GFO. Subplots (b) and (d) are the
corresponding contour plots of the experimental data points.
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to a few hundred times.
We vetoed all FFT frequency bins outside of 7-19 MHz. We excluded the bins above 19 MHz
as this will likely be the bandwidth limit for the GFO analog chain. We excluded bins below
7 MHz to avoid false detections from excess laser relative intensity noise (RIN) at low frequen-
cies. This RIN was larger in our experiment than expected for GRACE Follow-On due to the
increased LO power needed to overcome our noisier detectors. On GFO, the value of the lower



































































(a) Results from QPD1 versus FSM1 angle. (b) Results from QPD2 versus FSM2 angle.
Fig. 7. Results from a worst-case scenario commissioning test where the points of highest
C/N0 are offset from the scan tracks. Both steering mirrors cover the Ruc = 3 mrad uncer-
tainty cone with rwc = 142 µrad resolution, with a Lissajous scan on FSM1 and a hexagonal
pattern on FSM2.



























Fig. 8. A section of raw data saved during a commissioning scan showing the maximum
amplitude picked for each FFT as a function of time, when the beat note frequency has
come into the detection band and the alignment points are found.
In Figs. 7 & 8, we present results from one of the commissioning runs. In this measurement
we intentionally selected the worst-case alignment scenario, setting angular misalignments to
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put the point of highest C/N0 in between the Lissajous scan tracks of FSM1 and equidistant
from three adjoining scan points in the hexagonal scan pattern of FSM2. Note that for a Lis-
sajous pattern, the largest separation of scan tracks happens near the center. For the hexagonal
pattern, the scan points are uniformly separated across the entire 3 mrad uncertainty cone.
The results of Fig. 7 show the square of the maximum FFT amplitude plotted versus the
steering mirror angles as the sequence sweeps through the closest alignment point. During
these runs, we swept the frequency of laser 1 at 88 kHz/s (laser 2 was also free running but
not swept). Even in this run where these conditions will give us the lowest C/N0, the signal
can be clearly seen in the FFT peak algorithm output of both QPD1 and QPD2, demonstrating
unambiguous detection and a successful commissioning run.
The corresponding raw time domain data is shown in Fig. 8. We show a section of data
covering an entire spatial scan, where the beat note frequency has been swept into the detection
band and the uncertainties in all 5 degrees of freedom are found.
6.2. Reacquisition scans
As introduced previously, a fast reacquisition scan may be performed on GFO after the com-
missioning scan to optimize the pointing before transitioning to differential wavefront sensing.
One option for the reacquisition is a quick scan with reduced angular coverage. In our reac-
quisition tests, the peak detection algorithm remained the same but the amplitude of each scan
was reduced to ±300 µrad. With Ruc = 300 µrad, the Lissajous pattern still takes 0.36 seconds
to complete (as the driving frequencies remained unchanged), but the resolution of the scan
becomes much finer (rwc = 14 µrad). We used the same signal processing chain implemented
for the commissioning scan, but scanned over only the central 19 points (of the 595 points
needed for 3 mrad) in the hexagonal pattern to cover 300 µrad whilst the resolution remained







































































(a) Results from QPD1 versus FSM1 angle. (b) Results from QPD2 versus FSM2 angle.
Yaw ψ [mrad]
Fig. 9. Results from a reacquisition scan, with Ruc= 300 µrad. The Lissajous scan on FSM1
now has rwc = 14 µrad resolution, while the hexagonal scan on FSM2 has rwc = 142 µrad
as before (but with fewer scan points compared to the commissioning scan).
The results of the reacquisition scan are presented in Fig. 9. Again we plot the square of
the maximum FFT amplitude versus the steering mirror angles. Both lasers were free-running
(this time, we did not sweep the slave laser’s frequency). We vetoed the FFT frequency bins
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as before, only keeping the bins between 7-19 MHz. Comparing Fig. 9(a) with the correspond-
ing results from the commissioning (Fig. 7(a)), we see how the Lissajous scan with reduced
amplitude maps out the interference with finer resolution. Note that the amplitude of the best
alignment point in the hexagonal scan also increases, due to better alignment of the Lissajous
steering mirror. FSM1 was offset by 200 µrad in the x-axis to highlight the significant enhance-
ment of the finer scan, and FSM2 was offset by 300 µrad in the x-axis.
7. Discussion
Performing this reacquisition scan may also be necessary if the laser link is lost any time after
science operation has begun. This could happen, for example, if the master laser drops lock to
its reference cavity, then the laser frequency difference could jump beyond the bandwidth of
the detector and wavefront sensing information would be lost. It may be possible to perform the
reacquisition scan exclusively on one spacecraft, as improving the scanning resolution on just
one side is enough to simultaneously enhance the beat note amplitude on both sides. This also
fulfills the goal of making the reacquisition scan autonomous, with no communication between
the satellites or the ground. For example, the hexagonal steering mirror could be programmed
to return to the point of highest C/N0 before the link was lost and wait. The reduced amplitude
scan would be performed only on the Lissajous satellite, to find the point of highest C/N0.
The Lissajous would be steered to sit and wait at its point of highest amplitude, and after both
satellites recorded several seconds of high C/N0, differential wavefront sensing could be re-
enabled.
Recall that the scanning resolution rwc was initially chosen to guarantee a carrier-to-noise-
density ratio strong enough to transition from the commissioning scan directly to wavefront
sensing auto-alignment. By relaxing this requirement, and always requiring a reacquisition scan
in between, the commissioning scan could be made sparser and therefore faster. Note a sparser
scan does not necessarily mean a reduction in C/N0 at the resulting nearest alignment point
if instead of looking at the sum of the photodetector quadrants, we processed each quadrant
individually. For local steering mirror misalignment, the beat note amplitude degrades more
quickly for the sum of all quadrants than for an individual quadrant. This, however, would
break the symmetry of the current scheme, as the beat note amplitude drop due to local or
distant misalignments would no longer be near-identical. In early work we simulated a non-
symmetric approach to the commissioning, but did not have time to test this approach in the
laboratory.
Even if we leave the scanning resolution and signal processing unchanged, the total com-
missioning time could be reduced by further optimizing the spatial scan patterns. The speed
at which the fast steering mirror can be moved to cover the uncertainty cone limits the speed
of the total commissioning sequence, due to the finite mechanical response of the mirror. Any
improvements which optimize the scanning pattern by providing more efficient coverage will
directly improve (decrease) the commissioning time. An example would be to modify the Lis-
sajous figure slightly so that the scan tracks are more evenly spaced over the uncertainty cone,
increasing the frequency of the slow axis without sacrificing scan line separation.
There are several other modifications to the signal processing which could provide more ro-
bust operation or enhanced performance. We did not implement these in the experiment but
discuss them as potential future improvements. One straightforward improvement is to imple-
ment a better bin vetoing algorithm. Instead of entirely rejecting all bins outside of the cutoff
frequencies, a smarter bin vetoing process could enable more bins to be utilized per FFT. One
possibility is a weighted approach, where an initial calibration is performed after launch to ob-
tain the average noise in each FFT bin when no signal is present. The maximum value per FFT
would be determined by finding the bin with the highest signal-to-noise ratio (instead of just the
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highest amplitude). This increased number of usable bins per FFT could allow the slave laser’s
sweep rate to be increased (thus decreasing the total commissioning time).
As the beat note frequency during the scans is not constant, the amplitude measured by the
FFT changes depending on the sinusoid’s frequency with respect to the center of the FFT bin.
The ambiguity in the amplitude (due to the random position of the beat note inside an FFT
bin) could be reduced by modifying the peak detection signal processing slightly. One way to
do this would be to apply a windowing function to the signal prior to the FFT. Although this
makes the signal amplitude more stable, it also increases the noise due to coupling of noise
from adjacent frequency bins. On average, windowing would be expected to reduce the signal-
to-noise ratio and thus is not desirable when the goal is simply peak detection such as in the
commissioning scan. However, in a high signal-to-noise environment, a more repeatable beat
note amplitude would allow more accurate interpolation between scan lines/FFT points, which
may be an advantage for the reacquisition scan.
Although feasible, it may be undesirable to use two different signal processing algorithms
(un-windowed and windowed) for the commissioning and reacquisition scans. It is possible to
implement something akin to windowing on the output of the FFT by taking the average of three
FFT bins—the bin of maximum power as well as each bin on either side. Just as for windowing,
this captures any signal power that has leaked into adjacent bins, and like windowing, incurs
a noise penalty as the noise of all three bins enters the measurement. One potential penalty of
this approach compared to widowing prior to the FFT is a reduced frequency resolution, but
this is not a driving requirement of the acquisition strategy design. The advantage is that this
alternative to windowing could be performed after the fact, either on the ground or on the flight
processor, without modifying the FPGA algorithm.
8. Summary
We have experimentally demonstrated a laser link acquisition scheme in the laboratory using
GRACE Follow-On parameters. We have demonstrated both the commissioning and reacquisi-
tion stages of the proposed strategy with the elected steering patterns while sweeping the fre-
quency of the slave laser. The digital signal processing, consisting of a fast Fourier transform-
based peak detection algorithm run on each photodetector output, was implemented with repre-
sentative hardware. Our fast steering mirror was driven with a frequency close to the mechanical
limit of the flight steering mirror. As this limit plays a large role in the total time required for the
commissioning scan, our demonstration was also representative of acquisition times for GFO.
In all of the commissioning and reacquisition trials performed, we unambiguously found the
beat note on each detector.
The architecture for the GRACE Follow-On laser ranging instrument is now quite mature,
and it is unlikely that there will be major changes to the interferometer design. The acquisition
strategy continues to be refined, however, and this work augments simulations to provide risk
reduction for the GRACE Follow-On laser ranging instrument.
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